Start learning Norwegian today!
Open online resources

• Norwegian on the Web
  Norwegian online course, at Norwegian University of Science and Technology
  www.ntnu.edu/now

• IGIN
  Interactive grammar exercises with answers and simple explanations
  http://www3.hf.uio.no/iln/studier/evu/norskkurs/IGIN/index.php

• Exploring Norwegian Grammar
  Interactive exercises for self-study and practice
  http://exploringnorwegiangrammar.cappelendamm.no/
Other open online resources

• Dictionaries

*Bokmålsordboka* is an official dictionary with definitions and vocabulary – all in Norwegian

[www.dokpro.uio.no/ordboksoek.html](http://www.dokpro.uio.no/ordboksoek.html)

*Lexin* dictionaries include 12 different minority languages in Norway (Arabic, Dari, Kurdish – both Kurmanji & Sorani – Persian, Polish, Russian, Somali, Tagalog, Tamil, Tigrinja, Turkish, Urdu, Vietnamese)

[http://lexin.udir.no/](http://lexin.udir.no/)